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Uplink Control Signaling in Cellular Telecommunication System

Field

The invention relates to the field of cellular radio telecommunications

and, particularly, to uplink signaling.

Background

A communication system known as an evolved UMTS (Universal

Mobile Telecommunication System) terrestrial radio access network (E-UTRAN,

also referred to as UTRAN-LTE for its long-term evolution or LTE-A for long-term

evolution - Advanced) is currently under development within the 3GPP. In this

system, the downlink radio access technique will be OFDMA (Orthogonal

Frequency Division Multiple Access), and the uplink radio access technique will

be Single-Carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA) which is a type of a linearly pre-coded

OFDMA. The uplink system band has a structure where a Physical Uplink

Control Channel (PUCCH) is used for transferring uplink control messages, and

a Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH) is used for transmission of uplink

user traffic. Additional control messages may be transmitted in resources initially

allocated to the PUSCH. The PUCCH carries uplink control information, such as

ACK/NACK messages, channel quality indicators (CQI), scheduling request

indicators (SRI), channel rank indicators, downlink pre-coding information, etc.

Brief description

According to an aspect of the present invention, there is provided a

method as specified in claim 1.

According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided

an apparatus as specified in claim 14.

According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided

a base station of a cellular telecommunication system as defined in claim 26.

According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided

a user terminal of a cellular telecommunication system as defined in claim 27.

According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided

an apparatus as specified in claim 28.

According to yet another aspect of the present invention, there is

provided a computer program product embodied on a computer readable

distribution medium as specified in claim 29.



Embodiments of the invention are defined in the dependent claims.

List of drawings

Embodiments of the present invention are described below, by way of

example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which

Figure 1A illustrates a principle of cellular communications;

Figure 1B illustrates an uplink system band structure in a modern

UMTS system;

Figure 2 illustrates transmitter and receiver structures for use in the

cellular communications;

Figure 3 illustrates current uplink signal structures in modern UMTS;

Figure 4 is a flow diagram illustrating a process for carrying control

message field allocation according to an embodiment of the invention;

Figures 5A and 5B illustrate effects of the control message field

allocation according to an embodiment of the invention;

Figure 6A illustrates a detailed process for control message field

allocation according to an embodiment of the invention;

Figure 6B illustrates the effect of the control message field allocation

according to Figure 6A; and

Figure 7 illustrates multi-stream transmission according to an

embodiment of the invention.

Description of embodiments

The following embodiments are exemplary. Although the specification

may refer to "an", "one", or "some" embodiment(s) in several locations, this does

not necessarily mean that each such reference is to the same embodiment(s), or

that the feature only applies to a single embodiment. Single features of different

embodiments may also be combined to provide other embodiments.

A general architecture of a cellular telecommunication system

providing voice and data transfer services to mobile terminals is illustrated in

Figures 1A and 1B. Figure 1A illustrates a generic scenario of cellular

communications where a base station 100 provides user terminals 110 to 122

with wireless communication services within a cell 102. The base station 100

may belong to a radio access network of a long-term evolution (LTE) or LTE-

advanced (LTE-A) of the UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunication System)

specified within 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project) and, therefore,



support at least OFDMA and SC-FDMA as radio access schemes for downlink

and uplink, respectively. The base station is connected to other parts of the

cellular telecommunication system, such as a mobility management entity (MME)

controlling mobility of the user terminals, one or more gateway nodes through

which data is routed, and an operation and maintenance server configured to

control certain communication parameters, as is known in the art.

Figure 1B illustrates a generic structure of an uplink system band

allocated to a network operator for providing uplink communication services

according to LTE Releases 8 and 9. The system band is structured such that a

traffic channel, i.e. a physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH), is allocated in the

middle of the system band and a control channel, i.e. a physical uplink control

channel (PUCCH), is allocated to both edges of the traffic channel band. The

size of the PUCCH band is configurable by the base station 100, and in certain

network deployments the base station 100 may configure the utilization of the

band such that the frequency resources at the edges of the system band are left

blank. In current scenarios of the LTE system, uplink L1/L2 control signaling is

divided into two classes in the LTE system: control signaling in the absence of

UL data, which takes place on the PUCCH, and control signaling in the presence

of UL data, which takes place on the PUSCH. PUCCH is a shared

frequency/time resource reserved exclusively for user terminals transmitting only

L1/L2 control signals. This description focuses on the PUSCH control signaling,

wherein the PUSCH carries the uplink L1/L2 control signals in the case when the

UE has been scheduled for data transmission.

Figure 2 illustrates very basic structures of an SC-FDMA transmitter

(blocks 200 to 212) and an SC-FDMA receiver (blocks 214 to 226). It has been

envisaged that future Releases of the LTE system utilize OFDM in uplink

direction as well. The structure is well known to a person skilled in the field of

modern telecommunication systems, so Figure 2 will be described on a general

level. In the SC-FDMA transmitter, modulated symbols to be transmitted are first

transferred from a serial to parallel form in block 200, and transformed into a

frequency domain through discrete Fourier transform (DFT) in block 202. Control

and traffic data symbols are allocated to corresponding frequency resource

elements in a resource element mapping block 204 according to a determined

criterion. The resource element may be a sub-carrier or a virtual sub-carrier,

which is the term widely used in the context of SC-FDMA transmission. Then,

inverse DFT is calculated in block 206, the signal is converted from the parallel to



serial form in block 208, a cyclic prefix is added in block 210, and the signal is

transformed into an analog form and transmitted through radio frequency (RF)

parts of the transmitter in block 212. In the receiver, the radio signal is received

through an antenna and RF parts of the receiver in block 214 and the received

signal is transformed into a digital domain. The cyclic prefix is removed in block

216, and seriai-to-parallel conversion is performed in block 218 before DFT in

block 220. The control and traffic data symbols are extracted from their resource

elements in block 222 before the inverse DFT in block 224 and parallel-to-serial

conversion in block 226.

It has been envisaged that the future LTE versions will support OFDM

also in the uplink. For such a case, it is simple to modify the SC-FDMA

transmitter and receiver structure to simply short-circuit DFT block 202 in the

transmitter and inverse DFT block in the receiver to provide an OFDM transmitter

and receiver. Accordingly, the transmitter may comprise a controller controlling

short-circuiting of the DFT block 202, and the receiver may comprise a

corresponding controller controlling short-circuiting of the inverse DFT block 224.

Additionally, future user terminals will be equipped with capability to support

single-user multiple-input-multiple-output transmission (SU-MIMO) in uplink,

wherein the uplink transmission is multiplexed spatially to achieve higher data

rates and better spectral efficiency. For that purpose, the transmitter and receiver

structures of Figure 2 will be modified to include one signal branch {Figure 2

illustrates one branch) for each transmission/reception antenna and a signal

processor carrying out signal processing according to the selected multi-antenna

transmission scheme. The signal processor may be located practically at any

location in the digital domain of the transmission/reception chain, which is

obvious to one skilled in the art. The SU-MIMO transmission may be utilized

together with either OFDM or SC-FDMA transmission.

For the sake of notation and to discriminate coded symbols mapped to

each resource element from OFDM or SC-FDMA symbols carrying a plurality of

coded symbols, both OFDM and SC-FDMA symbols can be seen as symbol

blocks carrying a plurality of (modulated and channel-coded) symbols as

information elements.

Figure 3 illustrates a current uplink PUSCH sub-frame structure and

allocation of control message fields to the PUSCH resources, i.e. a frequency

resource block allocated to a given user terminal in a case when a cyclic prefix

having a normal length is assumed. A time slot includes seven SC-FDMA



symbols, and the sub-frame comprises two time slots. With an extended cyclic

prefix, a time slot includes six SC-FDMA symbols. The actual mix of different

L1/L2 control signals and their size vary from sub-frame to sub-frame. Both the

user terminal and the base station have the knowledge about the number of

symbols reserved by the control part, as will be described later. A reference

signal (RS) is transmitted on every sub-carrier of the centermost symbol of a time

slot. An acknowledgment message (ACK/NACK) indicating correct (ACK) or

erroneous (NACK) reception of a downlink data packet is located on SC-FDMA

symbols next to that conveying the RS so as to improve the reception quality of

important ACK/NACK messages. The resource elements allocated to the

ACK/NACK message are located at one end of the SC-FDMA symbol. A rank

indicator indicating downlink channel rank may be allocated to the same sub-

carriers as the ACK/NACK but on SC-FDMA symbols adjacent to those of the

ACK/NAK. There are at maximum two SC-FDMA symbols per slot allocated to

ACK/NACK signaling per (virtual) subcarrier. The same applies to the Rank

Indicator. A channel quality indicator (CQI) message field is allocated to the other

end of the resource elements, and it may be transmitted using multiple SC-FDMA

symbols.

At this stage it is noted that the term 'sub-carrier 1 refers to sub-carriers

operated in block 204, while the term may not be most appropriate in the sense

that the transmitted radio signal does not have the form of a multi-carrier signal.

Therefore, the term "virtual sub-carrier" has also been used in the context of SC-

FDMA transmission.

The structure illustrated in Figure 3 is suitable for SC-FDMA

transmission, because the DFT operation effectively spreads the contents of

each sub-carrier over the frequency domain. However, in OFDM transmission the

DFT operation is omitted and, as a consequence, the structure of Figure 3

becomes sub-optimal due to the fixed and localized locations of the control

message fields. In practice, this means that the sub-carriers are not spread over

the frequency resource block and become susceptible to frequency-selective

fading. If the frequencies of the sub-carriers carrying ACK/NACK messages

attenuate heavily because of the fading, the whole ACK/NACK message is likely

to be lost. Additionally, or alternatively, the SU-MIMO transmission scheme

should be utilized effectively to improve the transmission performance of vital

control messages in the uplink transmission.

Figure 4 is a flow diagram illustrating a process for utilizing PUSCH



resources for transmitting control messages according to an embodiment of the

invention. The process may be carried out in the transmitter or the receiver, i.e. in

the user terminal or in the base station, as will be described in greater detail

below. The process starts in block 400. In block 402, an uplink transmission

scheme is selected for the user terminal. In block 404, PUSCH resources are

determined for the user terminal. In block 406, control message fields are

allocated to the PLJSCH resources determined in block 404 according to the

transmission scheme selected in block 402.

The selection of the transmission scheme may comprise selection

between OFDM and SC-FDMA transmission and between single-stream and

multi-stream transmission. The selection may be carried out through selection of

a channel rank which may automatically define the multi-antenna transmission

method and the multiple access scheme (or uplink waveform). The selection of

the uplink transmission scheme may be carried out by the base station, and the

transmission scheme may be signaled to the user terminal in downlink signaling.

The selection between the single-antenna and multi-antenna transmission

scheme may be based on the channel rank indicator transmitted from the user

terminal. The channel rank indicates the number of available spatial MIMO

channels. Accordingly, block 402 includes selection of the uplink transmission

scheme and indication of the transmission scheme to the user terminal when the

process is executed in the base station. Similarly, block 404 includes scheduling

of uplink PUSCH resources to the user terminal, signaling the allocated PUSCH

resources to the user terminal, and configuring a receiver of the base station to

receive the uplink transmission of the user terminal from the allocated PUSCH

resources. Block 406 includes determining a pattern for data and control

message fields in the allocated PUSCH resources and configuring the receiver to

receive the data and the control messages accordingly.

When executed in the user terminal, block 402 includes deduction of

the uplink transmission scheme from a control message received from the base

station, block 404 includes deduction of the uplink PUSCH resources allocated to

the user terminal from a control message received from the base station, and

block 406 includes determining a pattern for the data and control message fields

in the allocated PUSCH resources and configuring the transmitter to transmit the

data and the control messages accordingly.

When the selected uplink transmission scheme is SC-FDMA, the

control message fields may be allocated in a conventional manner, as illustrated



in Figure 3. In other words, the sub-carrier mapping of control message fields

may be carried out such that the control message fields are localized with

respect to the allocated PUSCH resource. The DFT then spreads the sub-

carriers over the allocated frequency resource. On the other hand, when the

selected uplink transmission scheme is OFDM, symbols of each control message

field are distributed over the PUSCH frequency resources of the user terminal.

Accordingly, each control message field becomes distributed along the frequency

spectrum allocated to the user terminal, which results in better tolerance against

frequency-selective fading compared with using the structure of Figure 3 with

OFDM transmission .

The transmission scheme is typically selected by the base station. The

base station may first select the applied multi-antenna transmission scheme:

spatial multiplexing through a plurality of spatially parallel transmission streams

or beamforming or transmit diversity transmission through a single stream

(single-input-multiple-output, SIMO). The selection may be made on the basis of

the uplink channel rank, i.e. the number of uncorrelated uplink spatial sub¬

channels. When the base station selects the spatial multiplexing as a multi-

antenna transmission scheme, the base station also selects the number of

spatially parallel uplink sub-streams. Then, the selection between the OFDM and

SC-FDMA may be made on the basis of the selected multi-antenna transmission

scheme: OFDM for spatial multiplexing and SC-FDMA for single-stream

beamforming or SIMO. However, embodiments of the invention described below

are not limited to this type of selection of the transmission scheme, and SC-

FDMA (or OFDM) may be used for all multi-antenna transmission schemes. The

transmission scheme (multi-antenna scheme and multi-access scheme) may be

determined in the user terminal by dynamic scheduling grants, e.g. downlink

control information (DCI) Format 0), signaled from the base station to the user

terminal in downlink signaling. The signaling may be carried out explicitly by

using at least one signaling bit indicating whether or not to use spatial

multiplexing. Then, the user terminal implements either spatial multiplexing with

OFDM or beamforming with SC-FDMA. Alternatively, the base station may signal

the transmission scheme implicitly by transmitting an uplink rank indicator. If the

rank indicator indicates a channel rank higher than one, the user terminal

implements either spatial multiplexing with OFDM. Otherwise, the user terminal

implements beamforming with SC-FDMA. In a yet alternative embodiment, the

transmission scheme may be signaled through higher layer (L3) signaling as a



user-terminal specific or cell-specific parameter. If the user terminal supports only

a fixed transmission scheme, then no explicit signaling is necessary, and the

transmission scheme is applied according to the capabilities of the user terminal.

Figures 5A and 5B illustrate two examples of the distribution of a

control message field over the frequency resource. In both Figures 5A and 5B,

the control message field is distributed (or 'interleaved', which is a term

commonly used in this context in OFDM transmission) evenly over the sub-

carriers. In other words, control symbols of the control message field are mapped

to the subcarriers with a frequency-spacing between the control symbols,

wherein the spacing is defined by a repetition factor selected for each control

message field to define a number of symbols other than the control symbols of

the control message field between the control symbols of the control message

field. The frequency-spacing between the control symbols of the same control

message field may be equal to all control symbols of the control message field in

question. Figure 5A illustrates mapping with a repetition factor two, i.e. the

symbols of the control message field are mapped to every second sub-carrier.

Figure 5B illustrates mapping with a repetition factor four, i.e. the symbols of the

control message field are mapped to every fourth sub-carrier. Different repetition

factors may be determined according to the size of the resource block allocated

to the user terminal, sizes of the control fields, etc. Naturally, the symbols of the

control message field are mapped with the repetition factor only to the extent that

no more control symbols exists to map.

The distribution of a given control message field to the allocated

resources may comprise first dimensioning the size of the control message field,

then determining the repetition factor and a starting position sub-carrier index

and then mapping symbols of the control message to the corresponding sub-

carriers. This is illustrated in Figure 6 illustrating an embodiment of block 404.

The flow diagram of Figure 6 illustrates mapping of control message fields to the

allocated PUSCH resource. The process of Figure 6 describes mapping of two

control channel fields (CQI and ACK/NACK), but it can easily be expanded to

cover other control message fields, as becomes obvious from the description

below. In block 502, the number of symbols allocated to each control channel

field (Nx ) is determined according to the following equation:
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where \ ~| denotes rounding operation to the nearest supported integer towards

plus infinity, O is the number of bits to be transmitted, e.g. the length of a CQI

word, M SCH is the number of sub-carriers carrying PUSCH in the allocated

frequency resource (received from the base station on physical downlink control

channel, PDCCH), M CH is the number of multi-carrier symbols (OFDM

symbols) carrying PUSCH per sub-frame (received from the base station on

PDCCH), and K SCH is the total number of transmitted bits on the PUSCH. The

term 'offset' is a quality offset defining an offset between desired reception

qualities of traffic data and control data transferred in the control message field.

The offset may be different for different control message fields, but it may also be

made dependent on the selected transmission scheme. For example, if the

spatial multiplexing is selected as the transmission scheme, 'offset' may be set to

have a higher value than in the case of single-stream beamforming transmission

or spatial transmission diversity, where higher reliability of transmission is

inherently obtained. The quality of the transmission of traffic data is determined

according to the service type of the data transferred, and the modulation and

coding scheme and other parameters of the PUSCH are configured to meet

these quality requirements In practice, the modulation scheme may be the same

for all symbols transmitted on the PUSCH, as in the current specifications of the

LTE-A, but the channel coding scheme of the control message field may be

selected on the basis of the 'offset'. Typically, certain control messages, such as

ACK/NACK messages, are less tolerant to errors and require higher reception

quality in terms of block error rate (BLER), for example, and the PUSCH

parameters do not automatically meet these demands. The term 'offset' is used

in Equation (1) to ensure that the modulation and coding scheme selected for the

control message field ensures the desired higher reception quality, and the actual

value of 'offset' is determined according to the difference between the quality

(BLER) of the traffic data and the required quality (BLER) of the control message

type. These values of 'offset' are typically predetermined and stored as

dependent on the selected uplink transmission scheme. The higher the value of

the 'offset' is, i.e. the higher the difference between the required qualities of the

traffic data and the control data, the higher number of symbols is allocated to the



control message field and the stronger channel coding is applied to the control

message field (and vice versa). Therefore, calculation of Equation (1) is carried

out before modulation and channel coding of the control message bits. As

mentioned above, equation (1) is calculated for each control message type (CQl

and ACK/NACK in this example). Equation ( 1 ) is actually a modification of an

equation defined in current 3GPP specification, and the modification is the term

'offset'.

In block 504, a repetition factor RPF is calculated for the CQI message

field according to the following equation:

R
r
P

r
FCQI = (2)

where N is the total number of subcarriers allocated to the user terminal within a

sub-frame and NCQI is the number of CQI symbols to be transmitted in the sub-
frame. J denotes floor operation, i.e. rounding to the nearest integer towards

minus infinity. The calculation and utilization of the repetition factor ensures that

the CQI will be distributed (or interleaved) over the allocated frequency spectrum.

Then, the repetition factor RPF is calculated for ACK/NACK message field

according to the following equation:

N - N
' CQI

RPF
A N

= (3)
N A N

where ΝAΝ is the number of ACK/NACK symbols to be transmitted in the sub-

frame. Since the number of CQI resource elements (or symbols) to be

transmitted is reduced from the total number of resource elements, the repetition

factor RPF AN is calculated by taking into account logically available resource

elements after the CQI. In this manner, repetition factors for further control

message fields (rank indicator, pre-coding matrix indicator, etc) may be

calculated by reducing the number of allocated resource elements from the total

number of resource elements N before the division by the number of symbols or

resource elements to be used for the particular control message field in question.

In block 508, different starting position resource elements are selected for

different control message fields so that the resource elements mapping is started

from different resource elements by using the allocated repetition factor. The

repetition factor may vary between 0 and RPF-1 . In block 510, control symbols of

the control message fields are mapped to the resource elements by using the



starting position selected in block 508 and the repetition factor calculated in block

504 for CQI and in block 506 for ACK/NACK.

Figure 6 illustrates the result of the process of Figure 5, when N=36,

NCQF7, and NAN=4. Accordingly, the repetition factor RCQI becomes 5

(36/7=5.143-5) according to Equation (2) and RAN becomes 7 ((36-7)/4=7.25~7).

The starting position of CQI is selected to be O and the starting position of

ACK/NACK is selected to be 2 (sub-carrier indices). Now, a CQI symbol is

mapped to every fifth sub-carrier, starting from sub-carrier 0, and an ACK/NACK

symbol is mapped to every seventh non-CQI sub-carrier starting from sub-carrier

2. The number of CQI symbols was excluded in Equation (3), and so they are

excluded when carrying out the actual mapping. After all, it is difficult to find

repetition factors that will never overlap, and the present procedure ensures that

the ACK/NACK will primarily avoid puncturing a previously mapped CQI symbol.

In case of depletion of data symbols that can be punctured, ACK/NACK may

puncture also CQI symbols, because reliable transmission of the ACK/NACK

message prevails over the transmission of the CQI message. In general, no

subsequently mapped control message symbol will be mapped to the same sub-

carrier as a control symbol mapped previously, because the mapped resource

elements are excluded from further mapping. The mapping may be carried out in

the resource element mapping block 204 of the transmitter, and a similar

operation is carried out in the resource element mapping removal block 222 of

the receiver so that the demapping is carried out correctly.

The actual mapping may be carried out in several ways. The same

mapping pattern may be repeated for every OFDM symbol, i.e. the same control

fields may occupy the same sub-carriers from one OFDM symbol to another. The

size of a given control message field and the overall size of the control message

fields may be made variable from symbol to symbol. In another embodiment, a

different starting position is selected for consecutive OFDM symbols so as to

obtain a staggered mapping of control message fields in consecutive OFDM

symbols. This improves the frequency diversity between consecutive OFDM

symbols, because the control message field occupies different frequency

positions in different OFDM symbols. Alternatively, the interleaving may be

carried out over all the sub-carriers and a plurality of OFDM symbols, e.g. over

symbols in the time slot or sub-frame. Now, when mapping a given control

message field, the sub-carrier of the previous OFDM symbol that was mapped

last is taken into account when starting mapping the sub-carriers of the



subsequent symbol. For example, if the number of sub-carriers is 36, as in Figure

6, the sub-carrier index mapped last is 34, and the repetition factor is 6, the first

sub-carrier mapped in the subsequent OFDM symbol has index 4. Now,

depending on the number of sub-carriers and the repetition factors, different

control message fields may occupy different sub-carriers in consecutive OFDM

symbols.

In a yet alternative embodiment, the interleaving may be carried out

over different spatial streams. As mentioned above, it is expected that user

terminals are equipped with capability to support SU-MIMO, in which case

multiple spatial transmission streams may be allocated to the user terminal. In

such a case, the transmission may be multiplexed into the multiple spatially

parallel signal streams. In this case, the interleaving may be expanded to the

multiple streams. The interleaving may be carried out, for example, by first

mapping control symbols to a sub-frame of a first stream, then continuing the

mapping to the second stream, and so on. The continuation of the mapping may

be carried out in a similar manned to that between consecutive OFDM symbols

so that, depending on the number of sub-carriers and the repetition factors,

different control message fields may occupy different sub-carriers in different

spatially parallel streams. Alternatively, the mapping of the subsequent spatial

stream may be initialized to correspond to the mapping of the first spatial stream

so that the starting position is the same in both streams. The number of

additional symbols available due to the use of additional signal streams may

obviously be taken into account also when calculating Equation (1) and the

repetition factors. Equation (1) may be modified to accommodate the use of

spatial multiplexing, as will be described later.

In an embodiment, the data symbols may be mapped to the resource

elements before mapping ACK/NACK so that ACK/NACK will puncture data

symbols. In this embodiment, first the interleaving pattern is determined for each

control message field by calculating Equation (1), a repetition factor, and a

starting position for each control message field. Then, the CQI and rank indicator

symbols are first mapped to the resource elements according to the process of

Figure 5 . Thereafter, data symbols may be mapped to the remaining resource

elements. Then, the ACK/NACK may be allocated to their determined positions

so that an ACK/NACK symbol punctures, i.e. takes the place of a data symbol.

The reason for ACK/NACK puncturing data is that, in case the user terminal

misses the reception of a downlink data packet, it is not aware of the presence of



the ACK/NACK message field in the uplink sub-frame and, accordingly, cannot

transmit the scheduled ACK/NACK message. Instead, it transmits data in those

resource elements.

In a further embodiment, a determined number of sub-carriers at an

edge of the frequency resource block may be excluded from mapping of control

symbols. Typically, the sub-carriers at the edge of the frequency resource are

more susceptible to the interference and, therefore, critical control data may be

preferably mapped to the sub-carriers closer to the center frequency of the

frequency resource. In practice, this may be carried out by setting the starting

position sufficiently high and skipping mapping of the sub-carriers having an

index higher than a determined threshold (the mapping skips to the next symbol).

In case the mapping is continued in the subsequent OFDM symbol from the sub-

carrier where the mapping was finished in the previous OFDM symbol, mapping

of the sub-carriers having an index lower than another threshold may also be

skipped.

Utilization of OFDM enables allocation of different transmission power

values for different resource elements, because the resource elements will not be

spread over the frequency spectrum, as in the SC-FDMA. In an embodiment,

different transmission power offset values are assigned to the resource elements

carrying the control message fields and the resource elements carrying the data

traffic fields within an OFDM symbol. A higher transmission power may be

assigned to at least some control message fields in the transmitter to ensure their

correct reception in the receiver. Naturally different additional transmission power

offsets may be assigned to different control message fields, depending on how

critical signaling information they carry. A higher transmission power may be

assigned to more critical control messages. The additional transmission power

assigned to the control message fields may also depend on the modulation and

coding scheme currently in use on the PUSCH. The lower the modulation order

and the stronger the coding scheme in use, the lower the transmission power

offset assigned to the control message fields, because it is considered that the

interference-tolerant modulation and coding scheme compensate for the need for

stronger transmission power.

When utilizing spatial multiplexing as a transmission scheme, the

interleaving pattern may be taken into account in the additional signal streams,

as mentioned above. The control message fields may be distributed equally to

different spatial streams, or the size of control message fields may be defined



separately for each spatial stream. This may depend on the indication of the CQI

from the user terminal. If the user terminal transmits separate CQIs for each

spatial stream, the base station may define different modulation and coding

schemes for different spatial streams and, therefore, different number of bits may

be transmitted in different spatial streams. This is typically enabled when different

SU-MIMO spatial streams are coded with different spreading {or scrambling)

codes. Otherwise, the same modulation and coding scheme is used for all

streams, and an equal amount of control data may be allocated to different

spatial streams. This is typically enabled when different SU-MIMO spatial

streams are coded with the same spreading (or scrambling) code.

The SU-MIMO uplink transmission may be utilized to improve data

rates with spatial multiplexing or to improve reliability of transmission through

beamforming transmission where the transmitted signals are directed to those

spatial channels providing the highest signal-to-noise properties. Furthermore,

spatial multiplexing can be combined with beamforming. Another alternative is to

use open loop transmit diversity transmission when essentially the same data is

transmitted from all antennas with some pre-coding. As indicated above, the SU-

MIMO transmission may be applied to both OFDM and SC-FDMA transmission,

and the application of Equation ( 1 ) and the repetition factors and sub-carrier

mapping in case of OFDM transmission has been described above. In the case

of SC-FDMA transmission, the current SC-FDMA PUSCH structure illustrated in

Figure 3 may be utilized for all spatial streams. As described in the previous

paragraph, the control message fields may be distributed equally to different

spatial streams, or the size of the control message fields may be defined

separately for each spatial stream on the basis of the modulation and coding

scheme in use. The number of symbols to be used for a given control message

field is calculated with Equation ( 1 ) , and the sub-carrier mapping is carried out

according to the pattern illustrated in Figure 3.

According to an embodiment of the invention, at least part of the

control data, e.g. ACK/NACK messages, may be transmitted by using

beamforming or transmit diversity transmission, while the data traffic may be

transmitted by using the spatial multiplexing. In fact, this means that the

ACK/NACK is transmitted with the assumption that the channel rank is one and

the data traffic is transmitted with the assumption that the channel rank is higher

than one. Equation (1) may be modified to take into account the spatial

multiplexing in a case where different ranks are determined for a control



message type and traffic data. Equation (1) may be modified by adding an uplink-

rank specific parameter ∆RD-c which defines the ratio between the number of

ranks of the traffic data and the control message field in question. For example, if

the rank of the traffic data is two {two spatial streams) and the rank of the

ACK/NACK message is one (beamforming or transmit diversity), ∆RD-c is two

(2/1), Equation (1) has the following form after this modification:

Without the modification, the correct number of symbols or sub-carriers would not

be allocated to the control message field because of the different ranks. In order

to utilize the beamforming or transmit diversity for the control message field, the

same sub-carriers are preferably allocated to the control message field in the

spatial streams so that the same control message symbol occupies the same

sub-carrier in all spatial streams. Then, a signal processor carrying out the

beamforming in the transmitter multiplies the symbol with a coefficient

determined on the basis of the desired direction of the beam. A reverse operation

is naturally performed in the receiver to enable reception of the symbol, i.e. a

signal processor carrying out the beamforming in the receiver multiplies the

signal streams received from multiple antennas by a coefficient determined on

the basis of the determined spatial weighting, and the symbols transmitted on the

same sub-carriers of different streams are combined.

Figure 7 illustrates this embodiment where the ACK/NACK messages

are transmitted from the transmitter to the receiver through a single spatial

transmission stream by using the beamforming technique so as to direct the

stream to a desired spatial channel. In other words, the same ACK/NACK

message is transmitted from both antenna elements of the transmitter and the

direction is controlled by phase-adjusting the signals transmitted from the

different antennas, as known in the art. Corresponding phase adjustment is

performed in the receiver so as to weight the received signals and, thus, amplify

the spatial direction from which the ACK/NACK is mainly received. The data

traffic is transmitted by using spatial multiplexing to achieve higher data rates,

and different data is transmitted/received through different transmission/reception

branches and antennas. In the transmitter and the receiver, the multi-antenna

transmission is controlled by digital signal processors 700 and 702 designed for

that purpose.



When the uplink transmission scheme is OFDM, the selection

between beamforming, transmit diversity, and spatial multiplexing can be made

on a sub-carrier level. In such a case, it is preferred that the same symbols are

mapped to the same sub-carriers in each transmission branch in the transmitter,

as noted above. When the uplink transmission scheme is SC-FDMA, the

selection between beamforming, transmit diversity, and spatial multiplexing may

be made on the SC-FDMA symbol level, because each sub-carrier occupies the

whole frequency spectrum. The resolution of the selection between the

beamforming, transmit diversity, and spatial multiplexing may be made for each

SC-FDMA symbol or for a plurality of SC-FDMA symbols at a time, e.g. for a time

slot or a sub-frame. If an SC-FDMA symbol carries a control message requiring

high reliability, the SC-FDMA symbol may be transmitted by using beamforming

or transmit diversity, and the same data is transmitted from all antenna branches

in the transmitter and received through all antenna branches in the receiver.

Then, the interleaving pattern determination and mapping of symbols to sub-

carriers are made identically for all transmission/reception branches. On the

other hand, if the SC-FDMA symbol carries information not requiring high

reliability, the SC-FDMA symbol may be transmitted by using spatial multiplexing,

i.e. multiple SC-FDMA symbols carrying different information may be transmitted

simultaneously through different spatial streams.

Utilization of the beamforming in transmission of control messages

typically requires feedback information on the channel properties from the

receiver. When the feedback information is not available, an embodiment of the

invention is to transmit at least part of the control message fields by using an

open-loop multi-antenna transmit diversity scheme, e.g. space-time block coding,

precoding vector switching, frequency-selection transmit diversity, or cyclic delay

diversity with a large or small delay), in order to improve reliability of transmission

of critical control information. The implementation of the open loop transmit

diversity schemes listed above is obvious to one skilled in the art, and it does not

require substantial modifications to the embodiments described above. The data

traffic may be transmitted by using the spatial multiplexing in order to transmit the

data traffic at a higher rate.

As indicated above, the embodiments of the present invention may be

carried out in the transmitter (user terminal) and the receiver (base station). In

fact, the embodiments are typically carried out by a processor or a corresponding

apparatus included in the user terminal or the base station. The processor is



configured to allocate the control message fields to the PUSCH resources

according to the selected uplink transmission scheme so as to optimize

transmission performance of the control messages in the selected uplink

transmission scheme. The apparatus may be the processor 700, 702 as

illustrated in Figure 7. In case no multi-antenna transmission is utilized in the

uplink transmission, the processor 700 of the user terminal simplifies in the sense

that it does not carry out multi-antenna signal processing. The processor may be

a logical component implemented by multiple physical signal processing units.

The term 'processor 1 refers to a device that is capable of processing data. The

processor may comprise an electronic circuit implementing the required

functionality, and/or a microprocessor running a computer program implementing

the required functionality. When designing the implementation, a person skilled in

the art will consider the requirements set for the size and power consumption of

the apparatus, the necessary processing capacity, production costs, and

production volumes, for example. The processor may comprise logic

components, standard integrated circuits, microprocessor(s), and/or application-

specific integrated circuits (ASIC).

The microprocessor implements functions of a central processing unit

(CPU) on an integrated circuit. The CPU is a logic machine executing a computer

program, which comprises program instructions. The program instructions may

be coded as a computer program using a programming language, which may be

a high-level programming language, such as C, Java, etc., or a low-level

programming language, such as a machine language, or an assembler. The CPU

may comprise a set of registers, an arithmetic logic unit (ALU), and a control unit.

The control unit is controlled by a sequence of program instructions transferred to

the CPU from a program memory. The control unit may contain a number of

microinstructions for basic operations. The implementation of the

microinstructions may vary, depending on the CPU design. The microprocessor

may also have an operating system (a dedicated operating system of an

embedded system, or a real-time operating system), which may provide the

computer program with system services.

The present invention is applicable to the cellular or mobile telecommunication

system defined above but also to other suitable telecommunication systems. The

protocols used, the specifications of mobile telecommunication systems, their

network elements and subscriber terminals develop rapidly. Such development

may require extra changes to the described embodiments. Therefore, all words



and expressions should be interpreted broadly and they are intended to illustrate,

not to restrict, the embodiment. It will be obvious to a person skilled in the art

that, as technology advances, the inventive concept can be implemented in

various ways. The invention and its embodiments are not limited to the examples

described above but may vary within the scope of the claims.



Claims

1. A method comprising:

selecting an uplink transmission scheme for a user terminal of a

cellular telecommunication system;

determining physical uplink shared traffic channel resources of the

user terminal;

allocating control message fields to the resources of the physical

uplink shared traffic channel according to the selected uplink transmission

scheme so as to optimize transmission performance of the control messages in

the selected uplink transmission scheme.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising: distributing symbols of

each control message over a frequency domain of the physical uplink shared

traffic channel resources of the user terminal, when the selected uplink

transmission scheme is orthogonal frequency division multiplexing.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the distribution further comprises:

mapping control symbols of each control message field to frequency resource

elements of a symbol block with a frequency-spacing between the control

symbols, wherein the spacing is defined by a repetition factor selected for each

control message field to define a number of symbols other than the control

symbols of the control message field between the control symbols of the control

message field, wherein the symbol block carries a plurality of symbols as

information elements.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the distribution further comprises:

mapping control symbols of each control message to different frequency

resource elements in consecutive symbol blocks in order to achieve frequency

diversity.

5. The method according to any one of claims 2 to 4, wherein the

distribution further comprises: distributing the control symbols of each control

message field evenly over symbol blocks and frequency resource elements of

the symbol blocks available for transmission of the control message.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the distribution further comprises:

distributing the control symbols of each control message evenly over symbol

blocks, frequency resource elements of the symbol blocks available for

transmission of the control message, and a plurality of spatial transmission

streams when the selected uplink transmission scheme utilizes spatial

multiplexing transmission in uplink.



7. The method according to any one of claims 2 to 6, further

comprising: assigning different transmission power values to the traffic data field

and at least one control message field in a symbol block.

8. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 7, further

comprising:

determining the number of control symbols to be allocated to a given

control message field in the resources of the physical uplink shared traffic

channel on the basis of the number of bits to be transmitted in the control

message field, the total number of bits to be transmitted in the resources of the

physical uplink shared traffic channel, the number of subcarriers in a symbol

block, the number of symbol blocks per sub-frame, and a quality offset defining

an offset between desired reception qualities of traffic data and control data

transferred in the control message field;

coding the control symbols with a channel code selected on the basis

of the determined number of control symbols; and

mapping the coded control symbols of the control message fields to

the frequency resource elements of the symbol blocks according to the selected

uplink transmission scheme.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising: determining the number

of control symbols to be allocated to a given control message field in the

resources of the physical uplink shared traffic channel on the basis of the

difference between multipath channel ranks selected for the control message

field and the traffic data when the selected uplink transmission scheme utilizes

spatial multiplexing transmission in uplink, in order to compensate for reduction in

the size of the control message field when the rank of the control message field

is lower than the rank of the traffic data.

10. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 9, further

comprising: transmitting at least one control message field by using single-

stream beamforming multi-antenna transmission or transmit diversity multi-

antenna transmission and at least data traffic fields by using multi-stream spatial

multiplexing when the selected uplink transmission scheme utilizes spatial

multiplexing transmission in uplink.

11. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 9, further

comprising: transmitting at least one control message field by using open-loop

multi-antenna transmission diversity and at least data traffic fields by using multi-

stream spatial multiplexing when the selected uplink transmission scheme



utilizes spatial multiplexing transmission in uplink.

12. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 11, further

comprising: localizing the control message fields at edges of the physical uplink

shared traffic channel resources of the user terminal when the selected uplink

transmission scheme is single carrier frequency division multiple access.

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising: applying the same

localization of the control message fields to a plurality of signal branches

associated with different antenna elements.

14. An apparatus comprising a processor configured to select an

uplink transmission scheme for a user terminal of a cellular telecommunication

system, to determine physical uplink shared traffic channel resources of the user

terminal, and to allocate control message fields to the resources of the physical

uplink shared traffic channel according to the selected uplink transmission

scheme so as to optimize transmission performance of the control messages in

the selected uplink transmission scheme.

15. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein the processor is further

configured to distribute symbols of each control message over a frequency

domain of the physical uplink shared traffic channel resources of the user

terminal when the selected uplink transmission scheme is orthogonal frequency

division multiplexing.

16. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the processor is further

configured to map control symbols of each control message field to subcarriers of

a symbol block with equal frequency-spacing between the control symbols,

wherein the spacing is defined by a repetition factor selected for each control

message field to define a number of symbols other than the control symbols of

the control message field between the control symbols of the control message

field, wherein the symbol block carries a plurality of symbols as information

elements.

17. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the processor is further

configured to map control symbols of each control message to different

frequency resource elements in consecutive symbol blocks in order to achieve

frequency diversity.

18. The apparatus according to any one of claims 15 to 17, wherein

the processor is further configured to distribute the control symbols of each

control message field evenly over symbol blocks and frequency resource

elements of the symbol blocks available for transmission of the control message.



19, The apparatus of claim 18, wherein the processor is further

configured to distribute the control symbols of each control message eveniy over

symbol blocks, frequency resource elements of the symbol blocks available for

transmission of the control message, and a plurality of spatial transmission

streams when the selected uplink transmission scheme utilizes spatial

multiplexing transmission in uplink.

20. The apparatus according to any one of claims 15 to 19, wherein

the processor is further configured to assign different transmission power values

to the traffic data field and at least one control message field in a symbol block.

2 1. The apparatus according to any one of claims 14 to 20, wherein

the processor is further configured to determine the number of control symbols to

be allocated to a given control message field in the resources of the physical

uplink shared traffic channel on the basis of the number of bits to be transmitted

in the control message field, the total number of bits to be transmitted in the

resources of the physical uplink shared traffic channel, the number of subcarriers

in a symbol block, the number of symbol blocks per sub-frame, and a quality

offset defining an offset between desired reception qualities of traffic data and

control data transferred in the control message field;

to code the control symbols with a channel code selected on the basis

of the determined number of control symbols; and to

map the control symbols of the control message fields to the

frequency resource elements of the symbol blocks according to the selected

uplink transmission scheme.

22. The apparatus of claim 2 1, wherein the processor is further

configured to determine the number of control symbols to be allocated to a given

control message field in the resources of the physical uplink shared traffic

channel on the basis of difference between multipath channel ranks selected for

the control message field and the traffic data when the selected uplink

transmission scheme utilizes spatial multiplexing transmission in uplink, in order

to compensate for reduction in the size of the control message field when the

rank of the control message field is lower than the rank of the traffic data.

23. The apparatus according to any one of claims 14 to 22, wherein

the processor is further configured to transfer at least one control message field

by using single-stream beamforming multi-antenna transmission or transmit

diversity multi-antenna transmission and at least data traffic fields by using multi-

stream spatial multiplexing when the selected uplink transmission scheme



utilizes spatial multiplexing transmission in uplink.

24. The apparatus according to any one of claims 14 to 22, wherein

the processor is further configured to transfer at least one control message field

by using open-loop multi-antenna transmission diversity and at least data traffic

fields by using multi-stream spatial multiplexing when the selected uplink

transmission scheme utilizes spatial multiplexing transmission in uplink.

25. The apparatus according to any one of claims 14 to 24, wherein

the processor is further configured to localize the control message fields at edges

of the physical uplink shared traffic channel resources of the user terminal, when

the selected uplink transmission scheme is single carrier frequency division

multiple access.

26. A base station of a cellular telecommunication system comprising

the apparatus according to any one of claims 14 to 25.

27. A user terminal device of a cellular telecommunication system

comprising the apparatus according to any one of claims 14 to 25.

28. An apparatus comprising:

means for selecting an uplink transmission scheme for a user terminal

of a cellular telecommunication system;

means for determining physical uplink shared traffic channel resources

of the user terminal; and

means for allocating control message fields to the resources of the

physical uplink shared traffic channel according to the selected uplink

transmission scheme so as to optimize transmission performance of the control

messages in the selected uplink transmission scheme.

29. A computer program product embodied on a distribution medium

readable by a computer and comprising program instructions which, when loaded

into an apparatus, execute the method according to any preceding claim 1 to 13.
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